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Smart move: Moncler House of Genius  in Milan. Image courtesy of Moncler. Photo credit: Vanessa Beecroft

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

French-Italian outerwear maker Moncler has launched a series of pop-up stores to bump excitement in its
merchandise and brand in line with a growing trend in vogue with luxury brands.

The Moncler House of Genius temporary concept store has popped up in Milan, Paris and Tokyo. The stores will
have a series of live events and creative sessions with brand ambassadors.

This development comes the same week as Italian fashion giant Gucci's debut of its  Gucci Pin pop-ups to reach
consumers in non-traditional bricks-and-mortar settings and more cities worldwide.

Gucci Pin, named for the icons placed on digital maps, is  kicking off with a series of five ephemeral boutiques
centered on the brand's holiday collection. As Gucci Pin rolls out in waves, some of the pop-ups will be situated in
markets where the brand does not have a flagship store, enabling Gucci to bring a fully branded retail experience to
more corners of the world (see story).

Stuff, not puff
Moncler's pop-ups will add a local cultural and experiential element.

The Moncler House of Genius will showcase pieces exclusive to those locations, with more collections added
through the duration of the pop-up.

Indeed, special items and limited-edition merchandise including apparel and tech accessories come with a
dedicated city crest, Moncler said.

Unique T -shirts designed by the 11 Moncler Geniuses are being sold via a vending machine, with a range of canvas
bags also available.

Francesco Ragazzi designed the concept of Moncler House of Genius. He aims to turn the retail space into an open
art gallery where artworks are constantly installed and updated.
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Moncler Grenoble. Image courtesy of Moncler

THE IDEA is to have thinkers, artists, designers and consumers mingle through a live program.

Each Moncler House of Genius will be reconfigured regularly to add an element of surprise for shoppers.
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